For more information, contact your academic advisor or Director of Admissions Ann Parker through three. Beginning in July 2009, the elementary certificate will cover grades one and two. This program offers one cohort class per semester for admission purposes. There are also new opportunities for sound educational researchers! Our new UA Science Education Scholars Program could be especially for education students!

New Science Education Scholars Program

The Dr. Charlene Kampfe Student Scholarship

Butterfly Quest 2007

The American Rehabilitation College of Education

Dorothy Finley with one of her students.

Able to travel April 5-18, 2008

For more information on Butterfly Quest 2007, go to her site here

Taking a break from one of the many sessions, which included the Dr. Charlene Kampfe Student Scholarship and the American Rehabilitation College of Education.

Looking for Past Issues?

Weaving Indigenous Voices: Annual AILDI Conference!